Signalling via receptor tyrosine kinase modulates the expression of the DNA repair enzyme XPD in cultured cells.
Oxidative damage to DNA has been documented in cells isolated from subjects with diabetes. Herein, we evaluate the mechanism(s) that regulate the expression of the DNA repair enzyme XPD. CHO cells transfected with the human insulin receptor (CHO/HIRc) showed a threefold increase in the level of XPD mRNA when compared to control CHO/neo cells (P < 0.01). The addition of insulin to serum-starved cells led to an increase in XPD mRNA levels in both CHO/neo and CHO/HIRc cells, in a time and dose dependent fashion. Insulin acted primarily by inducing XPD transcription. Moreover, inhibition of protein synthesis by cyclohexamide induced a marked degradation of XPD mRNA levels in insulin treated cells. Site-directed mutagenesis of the tyrosine-kinase domain of the insulin receptor abolished the increase in XPD mRNA resulting from the transfection with wild type insulin receptors (P < 0.001). Western blot analysis of cell extracts from CHO/neo and CHO/HIRc cells revealed an increase in XPD counterpart protein was also induced by transfecting cells with the human insulin receptor. Evaluation of DNA damage by means of internucleosomal fragmentation showed a dramatic decrease in DNA fragmentation in CHO cells transfected with wild-type insulin receptor compared to control CHO/neo cells. DNA fragmentation was further decreased by the addition of insulin in the culture medium. In summary, our data indicates that activation of the insulin receptor plays an important role in the cellular response leading to repair of damaged DNA.